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AEST[d,4CT'
The ear's ability to integrate early reflections and the resulting effect on speech

intelligibility

is examined. The development of

measures

for predicting

speech

intelligibility levels in rooms is reviewed with an emphasis placed on early to late sound
ratios. The importance of the speed of speech and background noise levels is introduced.
An experiment, similar to the one devised by Lochner and Burger [14] to find the
integration characteristics of the ear, was performed in an anechoic chamber. The
experiment was conducted in the absence of any disturbing background noise at a speech

level approaching the threshold of hearing. It is concluded that, under these conditions,
the ear integrates reflections fully as described by Lochner and Burger.

An

experiment

intelligibility

is presented which

demonstrates

the differences in

speech

scores that occur when different speakers are employed.

Further experiments were performed to investigate the combined effects of a
single early reflection and the background noise level on speech intelligibility. The tests
were conducted at speech levels of 35 dB(A), 45 dB(A), and 55 dB(A) for signal to noise

ratios of - 5, 0, and +5

dB. It

was found that, under these more realistic conditions, a

single reflection is no longer integrated

fully. It appears that a reflection

becomes more

useful as its delay time is reduced to 0 ms. Also, the usefulness of a reflection is directly

level. A further experiment revealed that, as for a
single reflection, the ear does not fully'integrate multiple reflections in the presence of
dependent on the background noise

background noise. Some of the implications of these findings are considered.
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CF{APT'ÐR

TNTR.ODUCTION

The prime objective in designing a room intended for speech communication is

the realization of those acoustical conditions which
intelligibility. Speech intelligibility can be defined
understand

a speaker. A

will

provide good

as an observer's

speech intelligibility test

speech

abitity ro correcrly

(or speech tesr) is ofren used to

determine the level of speech intelligibility. In such a test, a list of words is spoken (or a

recording
percentage
speech

is played through a loudspeaker) to a group of listeners. The

average

of words correctly communicated from the speaker to the listener gives

the

intelligibility score for that room. An example of a speech test (rhe Fairbanks

Rhyme Test) is given in the Appendix.

Although speech tests give

a

reasonably accurate measure

of

speech

intelligibility, they are inconvenient to,administer and the results from one speech
may not be comparable with those from another. That is, the levels

test

of speech

intelligibility predicted by various tests may differ for a given set of conditions [1,2].
Such tests also have the added disadvantage of being useful only after a room has been

constructed. Furthermore, they give no indication of how the acoustical properties of the

room affect the results. Obviously, it would be desirable to devise a quantitative means

of

accurately predicting speech intelligibility scores while accounring

parameters

of

the

room. A

measure

is

for

physical

desired, ultimately, which could accurately

determine a room's suitability for speech from architectural drawings. Before examining

the development of such a measure, the means by which a room transmits and alters
sounds

will

be described.

When listening to speech in a room, an observer first hears the direct sound,

which is followed subsequently by a large number of reflections arriving at different

9

times from all directions. The reflections cause a persistence of the original sound, called
reverberation, which was first quantified by Sabine [3]. Sabine defîned the reverberation

time (RT) as the time taken for the steady state r.m.s. sound pressure level in a room to
decrease

by 60 decibels after a sound

characte¡istics

source has been silenced. The reverberant

of a room, therefore, distort a sound by extending its duration.

manner in which this distortion affects the intelligibility of speech

will

The

be examined nexr.

In 1949, Haas [4] showed that reflections arriving within approximately 30 ms of
the direct sound are advantageous to speech communication. Conversely, reflections

arriving after this time were found to have a detrimental effect. This phenomenon occurs
because the reflections arriving

within the 30 ms period a¡e masked subjectively by the

direct sound. The ear integrates the energies of these reflections with the direct sound.
Therefore, (early) reflections arriving within the integration period are not perceived
discrete echoesl but, rather, they serve

to intensify the direct sound.

as

Conversely,

reflections arriving after the integration period (hereafter called the reverberant sound)
have a detrimental effect on speech

intelligibility because they cause an "overlapping" of

speech sounds. Therefore, the reverberant characteristics

of a room can be both

beneficial and detrimental to speech intelligibility.

1.1 The Goal of the Thesis

Despite all the studies which have been conducted previously, the factors which

control speech intelligibility are still not understood

fully.

For example, the actual

duration of the ear's integration period is the source of much controversy and, hence, is

not defined clearly. Also, the detrimental effects of background noise on

speech

intelligibility are not yet appreciated fully, nor is there agreement on whar is considered
to be the optimum background noise level. Much of the disagreement can be attributed
to non-standardized testing procedures. The lack of standardized procedures makes it

1-Tt-".,sMcho,'willsignifyanyreflectionwhichcanbchearddiscretcIy.
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very difficult to directly compare the findings of different studies. Though much of the
work in recent years has focused on the effects of early reflections and background noise,

the two parameters have always been considered separately. The interdependence
between the two parameters has not yet been examined.

The main goal of this thesis

will be to

examine the interdependence

of early

reflections and background noise, and their combined effect on speech intelligibility.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis

In Chapter I the speech intelligibility

test was introduced and its limitations were

revealed. The way in which speech is propagated in a room was discussed briefly and
the integrating capabilities

of the ear were introduced. Finally, the goals of the thesis

were outlined.
Chapter

II offers an extensive review of the factors

speech. Also, the development

of

governing the intelligibility of

objective measures used

to predict speech

intelligibility scores is reviewed.
Chapter

III describes

the experimental set-up and procedures used for the present

study. Experiments designed to examine the combined effects of early reflections and
background noise on speech intelligibility are outlined. The results of the experiments
are presented.

Finally, Chapter IV summarizes the results of this study and presents conclusions.
Practical implications of the findings are discussed briefly.
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CF{,APTÐR T{
R.EVIEW OF'T'HE ÐEVtrI,OPMENT OF SPEECH
NNTELI,TGTEII,IT'Y MEASURES X¡{ R.OOMS

The speech inteliigibility test was inÍoduced in the first chapter as a means of
determining the level of speech intelligibility in a room. However,

its limitations were

also discussed. The goal of many previous studies has been to develop a quantitative
measure which

will

accurately predict speech intelligibility. This chapter reviews rhe

development of such measures.

2.1 The Articulation Index

In 1947, N. R. French and J. C. Steinberg [5] published a paper in which they
examined the factors governing the intelligibility of speech. Their intention was ro relate
the characteristics of speech, hearing and noise to the ear's ability to recognize speech.

They developed a quantitative measure called the Articulation Index

(AI).

The

Articulation Index was the first quantitative measure developed solely to predict
intelligibility

scores.

The Articulation Index was intended to replace speech intelligibility tests as
means

of

evaluating the performance

a

of a speech communication system. Though

intended originally for the evaluation of telephone systems, the Articulation Index was
found to be a good predictor of the intelligibility of speech in rooms. It is based on rhe

concept that any narrow band

of

frequencies (with

a given intensity) carries

a

contribution to the total index which is independent of the other bands. Furthermore, the

contribution

of the overall

separate bands [5].

spectrum

is equal to the sum of the contriburions of

the

t2
In computing the Articulation Index, the frequency spectrum of a signal is divided
into twenty bands, each of which is assigned a weighting factor. The signal is composed

of the speech signal and any masking noises which may be present. The contribution that
each frequency band makes to the index is calculated and the corresponding values are

summed to give a value of

AI

between zero and

unity. Once the Articulation Index is

computed, the expected level of intelligibility is found from a $aph relating the
the context of familiar words,2 a value of

AI

two. In

greater than 0.5 was found to give nearly

perfect speech intelligibility [6,7].
Hirsh et al. [1] examined the effectiveness of the Articulation Index as a predictor

of speech intelligibility. They found that the A¡ticulation Index is a good predictor under
conditions

of frequency distortion but found that it is inconsistent in the presence of

noise. Kryter [8] determined that the Articulation Index adequately predicts the relative
speech

intelligibility when the speech signal is high-pass, low-pass, or single passband

filtered. He also found AI to be

a good predictor

of speech intelligibility in the presence

of various types of noise. Unlike the work of Hirsh et al., however, Kryter's

tests

invoived. only one type of speech material. Kryter suggested that the Articulation Index

would eliminate the need for speech intelligibility tests in many instances and that it
would provide a common reference for the comparison of intelligibility scores.
'When
applying the Articulation Index to room acoustics, a correction factor is
applied which reduces the score as the reverberation time increases from zero. That is,

the computation

of AI is

such that reverberation

is

considered

to be completely

detrimental to speech intelligibility. This trend leads to rhe erroneous conclusion that a
room designed for speech should be anechoic. However, as discussed in the first chapter,
the early reflections associated with reverberation add to the strength of the direct sound
and enhance speech

2. Familia¡

intelligibility. Hence, a small amounr of reverberation is desirable

worcls a¡e considcrcd to be thosc words uscd in cvcryday convcrsar.ion.
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[4,g]. The Articulation Index is less useful, therefore, in the acoustical

design of

auditoria where reve¡beration is desirable [10].

Although the Articulation Index was the first quantitative predictor of speech
intelligibility, it was not designed with room acoustics in mind. The Articulation Index
in no way accounts for the physical parameters of the room (volume, width, depth, etc.)
and, hence, its practical application

is limited. Other predictors of speech intelligibility

which attempt to account for the physical parameters of the room will be discussed in the

following sections.

2.2Predictors of Speech Intelligibility Based on Early to Late Energy Ratios

As

discussed previously, reflections arriving shortly after the direct sound

improve speech intelligibility, while later reflections tend to be disturbing.

It is this

observation which forms the basis for the measures discussed here.

Furduev

[1i]

suggested,

in

1937, that the ratio

energies might be an important factor.

Sukharovskli

tlZl defined the direct

of the diffuse to direct

in determining a room's suirability for

sound

speech.

sound and all reflections arriving within 50 ms of the

direct sound as "useful sound", while "harmful sound" was all sound arriving after this

period. In 1949, Haas [4] found that reflections arriving within 30 ms of the direct sound
are not disturbing and that reducing the intensity of reflections a¡riving after this time

makes them less disnrrbing. As a result of these findings, Thiele [13] proposed the
quantity "Deutlichkeit", D, (translated as "Definition") as a measure of clarity,

Ð:

0.0s

f

ezç¡ar

whe¡e all the limits of integrarion are

in

*f pzç¡at

seconds and p(t)

pressure level at the listener's position. Equation (2.1) is a

(2.r)

is the insrantaneous

sound

form of early energy to noise

14

ratio where the later arriving sound is considered to be the noise. Thiele's choice of
integration limits is based on Sukharovskii's findings. Lochner and Burger [14] found
that reflections arriving within 95 ms of the direct sound have their energies integrated

fully or partially with

the direct sound. Reflections arriving after this 95 ms interval were

found to cause overlapping of speech sounds, which reduces speech intelligibility.
Lochner and Burger further analyzed the integration characteristics

of the ear and

developed the curves (given here in Figure 2.1) which give the fraction of the energy of a

reflection (with a given level and time delay) which is integrated with the direct sound.
The figure shows that the fraction of a reflection which is integrated with the direct sound

tends to decrease as the delay time is increased. Also, the maximum delay time, for

which a reflection is integrated fully, increases as the amplitude of the reflection
decreases.

By incorporating these findings into

a

ratio of the effective energy to the masking

energy, Lochner and Meffert [15] formulated the measure Rg, where

."
]
Re:IotoglI epz!)dt*[ pLç¡atl dB
o.oes
Io
[0.*r

(2.2)

J

Here cr is the fraction of a reflection which is integated with the di¡ect signal as given in

Figure 2.1. Equation (2.2) is anotherform of early to late energy ratio only, in this case,
a weighting factor has been introduced.

In

1965, Shultz [16] extended Thiele's work and proposed a ratio of reverberanr

to eariy sound, R, which he refers to as a balance between "definition" and
Shultz's measure, R, is defined

0.4

R

"blend.".

as

0.05

- 0.05
f p2çt7**f pzqr\at

(2.3)

15

Figure 2.1 Fraction of echo inte$ated with primary sound for +5 dB(A), 0 dB(B), and 5 dB(C) echoes. Dotted lines a¡e interpolations for +2.5 dB and -2.5 dB echoes. (After
Lochner and Burger [14])
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Unlike the measures developed by Thiele, and Lochner and Meffert, equation (2.3) is

a

ratio ofreverberant to early sound rather than early to reverberant sound.
Reicha¡dt and Lehman [17] proposed a measure of clarity, C80, which has a limit

of integration of 80 ms. The 80 ms limit for the early sound was chosen because this
value was found to correlate well with musical preference [18,19,20]. The measure, Cgg,
is defined as

[0.æ
ugo

-

Lotosl

..

]

[ p'(, )¿,1
ï r'(, )dr * o.os

[o

(2.4)

J

Equation (2.4) describes yet another ratio of early to late energy.
The measures D, Re, R, and Cgg are all similar in that each is essentially a ratio

of useful to harmful energy. Bradley [21] showed that there is a srrong conelation
between the measures, while Gottlob [22] suggested that the choice

limit is not critical. To determine the value of Rs, the fraction,

of the early time

cr, must be determined

for each reflection arriving within 95 ms of the direct signai. This is a very time
consuming process and makes Rs quite impractical. Shultz's measure, R, is a ratio of
detrimental to useful energy. This means that a value approachin

g

zero

is the

most

desirable. Therefore, the measure is difhcult to interpret. The measures, D and Cgg are
both easy to compute although Cgg gives a decibel value which is easier to interpret. For
these reasons,

it is perhaps preferable to use Cgg instead of the other measures. It should

be noted that C3g and R were not designed to predict speech

intelligibility. Rather, they

were intended originally to measure a room's suitability for music.

It

has been found,

howevet, that, like the articulation index, they also serve to predict the ievel of speech

intelligibility in rooms [23].

t7
2.3 Effects of Background Noise on Speech

It is generally

Intelligibility

agreed that background noise3

is the single mosr

important

degrading influence on speech intelligibility [23,24,25]. Nábelek and Robinson [26]
point out that the presence of background noise is noticed easily, whereas the presence of

a moderate amount of reverberation is not apparent. Obviously, the presence of
background noise reduces the speech to noise ratio, SA.I4, thereby reducing the level of
speech

intelligibility. Despite its influence on speech communication,

a good predictor

of

speech

intelligibility scores [8]. This is

SÂ.T

by itself is not

because, as pointed out by

Knudsen and Harris 1271, background noise and reverberation should not be considered

separately. Also, Pickett and Pollack [7] found that speech inteiligibility is a function of

both the sound pressure level

of the speech and the SÆ.{. That is, with a S/lrI hetd

constant, the level of speech intelligibility decreases as the overall sound pressure level

increases. Lochner and Burger [28] confirmed this observation and found that speech

intelligibility reaches a maximum when the sound pressure level of the speech is about
60

dB. This was found to be true for all values of S/1.{.

2.3.L Measures of Speech Intelligibility which include the Effects of Background
Noise

The measures described in section2.2 do not account for the detrimental effects

of background noise on speech intelligibility. Under practical conditions, however, the

level

of

background noise

remainder

is a contributing factor and cannot be neglected.

The

of this section discusses the effects of background noise and describes

measures which account for this parameter.

3. Background noise is defincd as any sound (othcr than the latc-arriving reverberant sound) which reduces
speech intclligibility.
4.

SÁY

ratio is defined as the ratio of speech level to background noisc level.

18

Lochner and Burger [28] modified their measure of early to late energy to include
the detrimental effects of background noise. This measure, Rs¡1, is defined as

0.095

A"n

:

t

@pzg)dt

0

I0log

(2.s)

dB

; pz(tldî + Pn2ôr

0.095

Here ôt is the duration of the pulse used to obtain the impulse response of the room and

s is the fraction of a reflection which is integrated with the direct signal, as described in
Section

2.2. In this measure, the background noise is assumed to have

pressure level,

P¡.

an r.m.s. sound

Clearly, the background noise, P¡, reduces Rsn.

Rice et al. [25] studied the effects of traffic noise on speech intelligibiliry and
found a strong correlation between L1g and the reduction in speech intelligibility due to

traffic noise. Based on this work, Latham [10] found that the effects of background noise
correlate well with the Preferred Noise Criterion (PNC)

levels. Latham modified

Lochner and Burger's measure, by using the PNC curves, to account for fluctuations in
the background noise. Latham's measure, SÆrl', is defined as

0.095

S

/N' :70log

I0 a(p,t)p'(f ,t]dt

dB

(2.6)

p'(f $)dt + prwrT
ï
0.@s
where pPNC is the equivalent pressure of the mean-maximum (approximately L19) level

of the ambient background noise as specifîed by PNC

curves. Furrhermore,

T is

the

period of the speech intelligibility test-passage and p is the insranraneous sound pressure

:.t9

in N/m2. The recorded impulse response of the room is passed through an octave band
filter, f, (centered at lkHz) prior to the computation of

SÂ.1'.

2.3.2 Optimum Background Noise Levels
To properly account for the effects of background noise, the range of SAI values

which provide optimum speech intelligibility should be known. Peutz [29] found that
any increase in SAi above +25 dB has no effect on speech inrelligibility. That is, any
increase

in SAi above +25 dB

does not result

in an increase in

speech intelligibitity.

Similarly, other researchers have investigated the minimum SA{ required to give
maximum speech intelligibility.

In 7964,Lochner

and Burger [28] suggested that a SA{

of +5 dB(A)s is sufficient to obtain maximum

speech intelligibility when the sound

pressure level of the speech is approximately 60

dB.

noise becomes an intrusion when

Rice et al. [25] found that t¡afhc

it is 6 dB(A) below the speech level. In more recent

studies, both Houtgast [30] and Bradley [9] found that

u,SN of +15 dB is required to

give maximum speech intelligibility.

suggests that a rade-off can be made
.Bradley
between SÆ.{ and reverberation time. That is, good speech intelligibility can be obtained

at slightly lower SA{ ratios providing the reverberation time is reduced. Bradley [9]
devised the design contour illustrated

in

Figure 2.2 which gives the A-weighted

background noise level BG(A), as a function of room volume.

2.4 The Effects of the Speed of Speech

It

has long been realized that the speed of speech $eatly affects

speech

intelligibility. Haas [4] found that the maximum permissible delay time for a reflecrion
(such that
speed

it does not cause a nuisance) is approximately inversely proporrional to the

of speech. He found that listeners could follow a slow 3.5 syllables/sec

speech

more easily than faster 7.4 syllables/sec speech.
5. The term dB(A) rcpresents an A-weighted dccibel value. The A-weighting approximates rhe frequency
response of the ea¡.

20

Figure 2.2 optimum background noise level design conrours. (After Bradley [9])
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suggested that the speed

of speech directly determines how useful

or harmful a reflection with a given delay will be. Cox [32] defined the Maximum
Tolerable Delay (MTD) of a reflection as being the delay time at which speech becomes

unintelligible. He found that MTD is approximately equal to one third of the time
between speech syllables. There is good correlation between Cox's MTD and Haas's

critical delay. Jiqing and Long [33] found that Thiele's "Deurlichkeir" varied directly
with the speed of speech. The effects of the speed of speech on speech intelligibiliry will
now be examined.
Haas [4] found that, under free field conditions, reflections with longer delay
times become less disturbing as the speed of speech is decreased. A graph from his paper

is reproduced in Figure 2.3. The figure gives the percentage of disturbance versus rhe
delay time

of a reflection, with the speed of

speech as a

reflection becomes less disturbing as the speed
syllables per second. This change
percentage

of disturbance of

of speech is

in the speed of speech

as much as 70 Vo. Also,

reflections have no disturbing effect

variable. It shows that a
reduced from 7.4 to 3.5

causes

a difference in the

for the slower speeds of speech,

for delay times below approximately

30 ms.

Because these tests were conducted on a rooftop, the effect of room acoustics had no

consequence. Conversely, Jiqing and Long performed their experiments

in

a

¡everberation chamber and varied the speed of speech from 2.94 to 4.04 syllables per
second. A graph from their paper is reproduced in Figure 2.4. The figure gives syllable

intelligibility as a function of "Distinctness", D, with speed of speech as a va¡iable.
Jiqing and Long found that syllable intelligibility is reduced by as much as 20Vo as rhe
speed

of speech is increased from 2.94 to 4.04 syllables per second. The general trend of

these results is in good agreement with the results obtained by Haas.

The work of Haas, cox, and Jiqing and Long, suggests that the hearing
mechanism responds somewhat differently

to speech when it is spoken at different

speeds. An examination of Figures 2.3 and2.4 indicates that the speed of speech is an
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Figure 2.4 Relations berween percenr intelligibility and distinctness va¡ied under
different speech speeds. (After Jiqing and Long [33])
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important parameter governing speech intelligibility and, rherefore, should be considered
when administering speech tests. The dependence of speech intelligibility scores on the
speed

of speech may par:tly account for the large variations in the results obtained by

various researchers. Although it may not be necessary to include the speed of speech as a

variable in predictors of speech intelligibility, it should be at least noted rogerher with the
test

results. Unless the speed of speech is included, meaningful comparisons cannot be

made between the results of various studies.

2.5 The New Measures

Previous sections of this chapter have described quantitative measures which
serye as predictors

of

speech

intelligibility scores. This section describes several new

measures which have been developed.

Houtgast and Steeneken [34] devised the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) as
a

predictor of speech intelligibility scores. The MTF is an idea transposed from the fîeld

of optics. It is based on the concept that the envelope of a sound is smoothed by the
reverberant characteristics of a room. By examining the degree of smoothing for various
signals, a quantitative measure was developed. In later work, the MTF \¡/as converted to
a single index called the speech transmission

index. The speech transmission index, STI,

was shown to be a good predictor of speech intelligibility scores for a wide range of both
reverberation times and background noise levels [35,36]. Design curves were developed

which give optimum values of reverberation time (RT) and SAI for different values of

STI. An STI value of 0.6 is considered

good.

Bradley [9] continued the development of a measure based on the traditional early
to late energy

ratio. He suggested

a measure

of useful to detrimental energy, Ug6, based

25

on Reichardt's "Cgg" Ugg is defined as

uæ: rologþso+[1+(c6o+lxf' ß)l]

dB

(2.7)

using a linear Cgg,
0.95

/1
.-80

I p'(,)¿,
0

- -p'(r)¿r

(2.8).

{

0.95

The InÂs in equation (2.7) is defined by Bradley as "the ratio of A-weighted, steady state

background noise and speech intensities." Bradley [9] states that a U80

of +4 dB(A)

corresponds to desirable conditions for speech. Design contours for Ugg were developed
and are given in comparison to the STI design contours (Figure 2.5). The graph suggesrs
that good (5TI=0.6) conditions for speech can be attained with a S/I.I(A) of +5

dB. This

is a rather low value and contradicts other work by Houtgast [30] in which he suggests
that a SA{(A) of at least +15 dB is required for optimum speech intelligibility. The
+4

dB(A) Ugg contour indicates that a minimum SN(A) of +10 dB is required for

optimum conditions. The required SA{(A) values imposed by the Ug6 contours seem

intuitively more reasonable than the STI values.
Another measure that has been suggested recently is the Center Time, TS. It was
proposed as a means of avoiding the sha¡p cutoff in the integration period, which is found
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Figure 2.5 Equal U80 contours

and equal STI contours ------. (After Bradley [9])
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This measure, however, does not account for the effects of background noise and has not
yet gained widespread acceptance.

Bradley made a comparative study involving most of the measures described in
this section. His study was performed for a wide range of reverberation times and SA{

values. Bradley [24] found that Ugg was consistently the best predictor of

speech

intelligibility scores obtained using the Fairbanks Rhyme Test. Furthermore, U3g values
are one of the simplest to measure.
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EXPER.ÏMENTAT, STUÐY OF'TÍTE XNFT.UENCE OF trAR.T.Y
R.EF'T.ECTTONS ON

THE TAITET-T,TGIBII,ITY OF SPEECT{

The prime objective in designing a room for speech communication is to obtain
acoustical conditions which

will provide the highest

It is well known that the pattern of

speech

intelligibility for all listeners.

sound reflections and the level

of background noise

$eatly affect the perception of speech in a room. Haas [4] showed that reflections
arriving at a listener within 30 ms after the direct sound increase the loudness due to the
summation of these energies by our hearing system. Indeed, reflections arriving within

the integration period

of the ear are masked by the direct sound, so that they are not

perceived as discrete echoes but, rather, as an amplification of the direct sound.

Lochner and Burger [14] found that reflections a¡riving within 95 ms of the direct
sound have their energies integrated

fully or partially with that of the direct

sound.

Reflections arriving after this 95 ms interval were found to cause "overlapping" of the
speech which,

in turn, reduces its intelligibility. They further analyzed the integration

characteristics of the ear and developed curves which give the fraction of the energy of a

pafticular reflection, (having a given level and time delay), which is integrated with the
direct sound. More careful scrutiny of l,ochner and Burger's original study [14] reveals

that their results were obtained from tests using extremely low speech levels
absence

in

of background noise. A speech level of only about 22 dB(A) was used

hence, their tests were conducted under conditions approaching the threshold

the

and,

of hearing.

The absence of realistic levels of background noise ignored a key parameter that is well

known
in telli

to influence the perception of

gibili ty 123,251.

speech and the resulting level

of

speech
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Lochner and Burger's wo¡k was extended and they developed the concept of
useful to detrimental sound ratios [28] to predict speech intelligibility in conditions which

included the negative effects
predictors are the ratio

of both background noise and reverberation.

These

of the useful integrated early reflections to the sum of

detrimental later reflections and background noise. The beneficial effects

of

the

early

reflections were assumed to follow the same rules found in their earlier tests at very low
speech levels and

in the absence of background noise. A simplificarion of this concept

has recently been shown to be a good predictor

of speech intelligibiliry

scores

in a wide

range of real rooms 19,231.
The purpose of the present study is to re-examine the question of the influence of

early reflections at a fundamental level, using realistic speech and background noise

levels. Such an investigation should expand our understanding of the importance of early
reflections for speech and should lead to improvements in the acoustical measures for
predicting speech intelligibility.

3.1-

Experimental Set-Up
Subjective tests were performed in an anechoic chamber by using four matched,

Camber Rega 3.5 loudspeakers to reproduce tape-recorded word tests. The positions

of

the loudspeakers a¡e shown in Figure 3.1 in relation to the seated listener. Loudspeaker

A was at ear level, 1.8 meters directiy in front of the listener. Loudspeakers B1 and 82
were at ear level, 1.8 meters from the listener at +/- 30o with respect to the vertical plane
encompassing the listener and the front loudspeaker. Loudspeaker C was placed on the

floor, 1.5 meters behind the listener and was angled slightly upwards towards the listener.
This last procedure ¡educed the possibility of reflections occurring between loudspeakers

A

and C.

The placement of the loudspeakers was chosen to reasonably approximate the
transmission of speech in a typical classroom or small lecture theatre. Loudspeaker A

30

Figure 3.1 Experimental set-up in the anechoic chamber.
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was used to simulate a speaker at the front

of the room, whereas loudspeakers 81 and B2

were dedicated to the simulation of the early lateral reflections. Background noise was

introduced using

a West Side Electronics random pink noise

generaror played

simultaneously through loudspeakers 81, B2and C. Using the third octave equalizer, the
background noise was given a frequency response which resembled the NCA-40 curve.

By projecting the background noise through three separate loudspeakers, a nondirectional
background noise field was created at the listener's position.

The signals emanating from loudspeakers B1 and B2 were identical so that
reflections came equally from either side of a listener. There \¡/ere two reasons for
having the early reflections arrive from both sides rather than from just one side or

simply from the front

of the listener. It

was thought that the two loudspeaker

alrangement gave a better approximation of the normally fairly even angular disribution

of sound in an actual room. Furthermore, this anangement was necessary to create a
binaural listening condition which

is known 126,381 ro provide better speech

intelligibility than a monaural condition. There was some concern that the relative
phases

of the reflections might affect speech intelligibility. Therefore, several tests were

performed with loudspeaker

81 inverted in

phase relative to loudspeaker

82. It was

found that this inversion had no effect on the resulting speech intelligibility scores. For

the remainder of this work the two reflections emanating simultaneously from
loudspeakers B1 and B2

will be referred to as a single reflection and levels will refer to

the combined sound pressure level from the two loudspeakers.

Figure 3.2 shows a block diagram of the equipment for conditioning the signals
and distributing them to the loudspeakers.

A Yamaha SPX-90 digital delay unir was used

to produce the early reflections. The SPX-90 has a

flat frequency response between 20

Hz and 72 kHz and produces appropriare sound delays in 0. 1 ms increments.

The sound pressure levels of both the speech signal and the background noise
were checked prior to each test using a Brüel and Kjaer 'fype 2203 sound level meter
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Figure 3.2 Block diagram of the signal processing equipment.
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having a Type 4145,1 inch condenser microphone. The actual soundpressure levels of
the speech signals and the background noise are given in the following sections.
measurements were taken with the microphone placed at the ear level

All

such

of the (absent)

listener.

3.2 Subjects and Speech Tests
Speech intelligibility scores were obtained using a commonly employed speech

test, the Fairbanks rhyme test

[39]. This test consists of five separars,

randomly

presented lists, each having 50 English words. The words were spoken independenrly by

both a male and a female, and they were recorded in an anechoic chamber. Each test

word was embedded in the carier phrase, "Word

down". Special care was taken to ensure that the

number_ is ftest word), write

speed

that

of speech was the same for both

the male and female. This speed corresponded to 2.95 syllables per second which is
typical for the English language [40]. The percentage of words correcrly recognized by

a

listener gave the speech intelligibiliry score.
Fifteen subjects, consisting of 11 males and 4 females, were used in the majority

of the testing. A control group of only 6 subjects (4 males and 2 females) was employed
more conveniently in several complementa-ry tests. Hearing tests were not administered

but subjects with a known hearing impairment were not used.

All

subjects were aged

from 20 to 40 years and their native language was English. Each subject was given two
sample tests prior to formal testing to become familiar with the procedure and the
surroundings. A visible ma¡ker was placed well above the listener's chair to ensure that
each subject's head was located consistently with respect to the loudspeakers.

3.3 Integration of a Single Reflection in the Absence of Noise

An experiment was first peformed which was similar to the one devised by
Lochner and Burger [14] to find the integration characteristics of the ear. It was done to

34

determine

if their results could be duplicated by using the set-up shown in Figures 3.1

and 3.2.
Speech tests (male speaker
loudspeaker

only) were played to the control group through

A at a sound pressure level of 22 dB(A). Background noise was not

added

to the signal for this experiment in order to duplicate the conditions of Lochner
Burger. The ambient background noise in the anechoic chamber was always at
10

and

leasr

dB(A) below the speech signal and did not interfere with the perceprion of the speech.

Therefore, errors made by the subjects were due primarily to the extremely low speech
signal level which was approaching the threshold of hearing. Scores obtained from the
test formed the basis by which the improvement in speech intelligibility due to a single

reflection could be found. Next, a single reflection with a 0 ms delay was added with

a

level of 22 dB(A). Thus, this particular reflection was equivalent to increasing the dfuecr
signal by 3 dB(A). Speech intelligibility scores were obtained again with the addition of

this reflection. Then the procedure was repeated but the delay time of the single
reflection was changed from 0 ms to 10 ms and, finally, to 30 ms.
Figure 3.3 shows the improvement in the mean speech intelligibility scores when
the single reflection was added to the direct signal. Also included, for comparison, are
the results of Lochner and Burger

[1a]. It can be seen that the improvement in speech

intelligibility due to the addition of a reflection delayed by either 10 ms or 30 ms is
invariably comparable to that obtained by simply increasing the direct signal by 3 dB(A).
Therefore, the ear appears to fully integrate reflections arriving within 30 ms of the direct

sound. This suggestion coincides with the conclusion of Lochner and Burger. However,
although the two data sets have identical trends, the results of Lochner and Burger show a
greater overall improvement in speech intelligibility. This discrepancy can be attributed

to the use of different word tests. (Lochner and Burger used Afrikaans monosyllables.)
The speed of speech may also be a factor. Lochner and Burger, however, did not include
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Flgure 3.3 Measured improvement in speech intelligibility due to rhe addition of a 0 ms,
10 ms, and a 30 ms reflection. Lochneiand Burger[1a] -, c.... ; presenr study
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info.mation regarding the speed of speech that they used so no definitive assertions can
be made.

The results of this experiment are in agreement with the findings of Lochner and

Burger. That is, the ear fully integrates reflections arriving within 30 ms of the direct
sound under the conditions described.

In this experiment

these reflections

are

subjectively equivalent to a 3 dB(A) increase in the direct sound. Most imporranrly, the

similarities also indicate that the present test set-up was comparable to that of Lochner
and Burger.

3.4 Signal to Noise Ratio Tests

It was

necessary to first establish the intelligibiiity

of the anechoic speech as a

function of the signal to noise ratio, SA{(A), before examining the additional effects of
early reflections. The term SÂ.{(A) denotes the A-weighted, direct speech to background
noise

ratio. In addition, it

was desired to determine

if intelligibility

scores were different

for the male and female speakers.

The recordings

of both the male and female speaker were played to those

individuals constituting the control group of six. These tests were conducted at S/lr{(A)
values of -5, 0, +5, +10, +15 dB with the speech signal set to 55 dB(A). Figure 3.4 shows
the resulting speech intelligibility scores as a function of S/lt{(A) for both the male and

female speaker. The 907o confidence intervals at each S/IV(A) are included as vertical

lines. The two data sets can be seen to have the same Íend but the score for the male
speaker tends to be about I07o higher at a given S/lr{(A). Now intelligibility studies are

frequently conducted using a single, usually male speaker. Consequently, the results

from such studies will give merely relative rather than absolute levels of

speech

intelligibility. This is the situation in the remaining experiments to be presented here in
which only the male speaker was employed.
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Figure 3-4 Measured speech intetligibility scores versus A-weighted direct speech to
noise ratio. Male speak
; female speaker ........x........ . Vertical lines indicate the
90 7o conftdence intervals.
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fhe SAI(A)

results

for the male

speaker, which are plotted

in Figure 3.4,

are

reproduced in Figure 3.5 so that they can be compared directly with those of Bradley [9].

The hatch lines a¡e included to conveniently indicate the complete envelopes of the
separate data

from both studies. Unlike the anechoic environment used in the present

study, Bradley's tests were conducted

in

15 real rooms

with reverberation times ranging

from 0.39 sec to 3.8 sec.

It can be seen from Figure 3.5 that

the results of the present study agree quite

well with those of Bradley. Both curves show

speech

intelligibility scores improving

monotonically with increasing Sn{(A). Also, the speech intelligibility scores approach
700Vo

in both

cases

for S/}I(A) values greater than 15 dB. The larger scarter in Bradley's

data, which occurs at the lowest S/hl(A) values, can be attributed to the reverberation in

his tests rooms and the limited control of the ambient noise
conducted

level. His tests were

in classrooms during school hours and, consequently, the background noise

level va¡ied during testing [24]. This additional variability would tend to increase the
scatter and would be noticed particularly as conditions became worse at the lower S/llI(A)

values. The semi-reverberant and less controlled conditions also account for Bradley's
lower mean scores. The single most important factor, however, is that the envelope for
the present study falls almost entirely within that of Bradley's results and the mean trends

approach 100 Vo at essentially the same SÆ.{(A) value. This additional agreement gives

greater confidence that the present experimental set-up reasonably represents the real
rooms in which Bradley conducted his tests.

3.5 Integration of a Single Reflection in Realistic Conditions

The experiment described

in section 3.3 was not conducted under everyday

conditions. A sound pressure level of only 22 dB(A) is not typical of speech nor is
completely noise free environment likely

in practice. A more representative

pressure level would be between 50 dB(A) and

65 dB(A) for speech

a

sound

123,9,411.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of speech intelligibility scores versus direct speech to noise ratio.
Bradley [9]
present study
. Hatched lines indicaté the envelope of the
data points.
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Furthermore, recommended maximum acceptable background noise levels in classrooms,

for example, range from about 29 dB(A) to 46 dB(A) 19,231. Consequently, the purpose

of the next experiment was to examine the integration characteristics of the ear for more
realistic speech and background noise levels.
The experimental procedure was virtually identical to that employed in section

3.3. However, the sound pressure level of the speech signal was set first to 35 dB(A),
then to 45 dB(A) and, finally, to 55 dB(A) rather than the 22 dB(A) used before. The still

quite low 35 dB(A) was a somewhat arbitrary intermediate value between the level used

by Lochner and Burger and one more representative of speech. Therefore, only

the

control group was employed at this particular level whereas all 15 subjects were utilized
at the 45 dB(A) and 55 dB(A) speech levels. Consequently, a 90 7o confidence interval

can be expected to be wider for the 35 dB(A) speech experiments and trends may be

more difficult

to interpret correctly.

However, many researchers conduct their

experiments with six or fewer subjects.

The only other change from the experiment of section 3.3 was the addition of
background noise.

It

was adjusted to give Sn$(A) values

of -5, 0, and +5 dB for each of

the three speech levels. The resulting relationships between SÆ.I(A) and a single
reflection's delay times are presented in Figure 3.6, 3.1 and 3.8 for speech levels
corresponding to 35 clB(A), 45 dB(A) and 55 dB(A), respectively. The four curves in
each

of

these figures represent situations corresponding to the direct speech signal alone

and the direct speech with an additional

single reflection having either a 30 ms, 10 ms,

or a 0 ms delay (relative to the direct signal). Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 all show

a

monotonic rise in speech intelligibility as the S/t.{(A) is increased gradually f¡om -5 dB to
+5

dB. Furthermore, each of the figures indicates that the speech intelligibility is highest

for a single reflection delayed by 0 ms. (This case is again equivalent, of course, to a
3

dB(A) increase in the direct speech signal.) A reflection with a 10 nls delay tends to

give slightly better intelligibility scores than one with a 30 ms delay. The direct speech

4l

Figure 3.6 Measured.s¡reec.h i1t^elti$Ufty_ryores versus A-weighted direct speech to
noise ratio at a speech level of 35 dB(A): No reflecrion --c--; -30 ms reflection ---¡--;
ms reflection ....x..-; 0 ms reflection-ø-.
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Figure 3.7 Measured.sqeec-h
Ttglt€qr]iry-sgores versus A-weighted direct speech to
noise ratio at a speech level of 45 ¿Btal. No reflection--c.-- ;30 *r reflection ---¡--- 10
;
ms reflectior ....x... ; 0 ms reflection-ø- .
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Figure 3.8 Measured.s¡reecJr intelligibility sgoreq versus A-weighted direct speech to
noise¡atio at a speech level of 55 dB(A): No reflection--6,--i-30 ms reflection .--a-- ; 10
ms reflection ...x.... ; 0 ms reflection-ø-.
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alone produces the lowest scores. Based on the results

of both section 3.3 and Lochner

and Burger [14], the speech inteiligibility scores would be expected to be identical for a
single reflection delayed by 0 ms, 10 ms, or 30 ms. However, this is clearly not the case

here. Instead, it appears that a reflection having a non-zero delay is integrated only
partially by the ear and, therefore, it is not equivalent to a 3 dB(A) increase in the speech

Ievel. Furthermore, Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 indicate that a single reflection tends to
improve the speech intelligibility more as its delay time is reduced. The greatest
improvenrent is achieved when the delay is decreased to 0 ms.

A further comparison of Figure 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8
the results

suggests that the differences in

of the present experiment and that of section 3.3 a¡e due primarily to

the

addition of background noise rather than the increase in the speech level. The trends in
Figure 3.6,3.7 and 3.8 are common and, therefore, seem to be independent of the three

different levels used for the speech. On the other hand, the improvement

in

speech

intelligibility due to the addition of a reflection with a given delay, (0 ms, 10 ms or a 30
nrs delay), tends to increase as the Sn{(A) decre¿rses. Stated somewhar differently,

a

reflection with a given tentporal delay seems to become more useful as the S/lr{(A)
decreases. Also, as the SA{(A) increases, the improvement in speech intelligibility due to
the addition of a delayed 10 ms or 30 nrs reflection becomes similar to the improvement

due to a 0 ms reflection. That is, at higher SN(A) valnes, the difference between the

intelligibility scores of the undelayed and delayed reflections is reduced. Therefore, rhe
intprovenrent in speech intelligibility, due to the adclition of a single reflection, clepencls

directly upon the corresponcling S/N(A).

3.6 The Effects of Background Noise on Multiple Refìections
The experiments described in sections 3.3 and 3.5 examined the effects of a single

reflection on speech intelligibility. However, multiple rather than single reflections are
more typically foirnd in real rooms. Therefore, an experiment was conducted to briefly

45
exan'ìine the effects

of background noise on nrultiple early reflections. The experimental

procedure was identical to that employed in section 3.5 except that thirteen reflections

were used instead of just one. Speech by the male speaker was played to the conrrol
group with the sound pressure level of the direct speech signal and the background noise
each set to 55

dB(A). Consequently, a constant S/N(A) of 0 dB was always used. The

reflections each had an individual sound pressure level of 50 dB(A) and all the reflections
arrived within 40 ms of the direct speech signal. Therefore, according to the integration
curves devised by Lochner and Burger [14], all thirteen reflections should be integrated

fully by the ear. The addition of the thirteen reflections should be equivalent, therefore,
to increasing the direct speech signal by 7 dB(A). However, the resultìng improvement
in the speech intelligibility due to the reflections corresponded to an increase in the direct
signal of only 3

dB(A). Therefore it appears that, as for a single reflection, the ear does

not fully integrate multiple reflections in the presence of background noise.
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DISC{JSSIOR{ ANID CONCLUSIONS

The present results have shown that single and nrultiple early reflections are not

fully integrated by the ear when realistic

speech levels are used

background noise. Therefore, the benefit

of

in the presence of

increasing rhe S/l.{(A) by adding early

reflections is not indicated merely by the sum of the energies of the direct and refleqed

sounds. Also, it has been demonstrated for these more realistic conditions, that a single
reflection tends to improve speech intelligibility more as its delay time is reduced. These

findings were obtained, as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2, in a controlled laboratory
environment shown to be capable of reproducing the findings of previous labo¡atory and

field studies [9,14]. Therefore,

it is now believed

that the beneficial effects of early

reflections on speech intelligibility are less than had been previously accepred from rhe
much earlier results of Lochner and Burger.

It is not yet fully understood how the addition of noise affects the inregration of
early reflections.

A brief examination of the most frequently misunderstood test worcls

stlggests that the addition of background noise increases the number of errors in words

beginnirrg with consonants like p, t, h, and
natLtre than ones

k.

Such consonants are more impulsive in

like s and l. It is possible that the reflections cause a "smearing" of

speech which only becomes a factor when listening conditions are less

of this

sor-t seems

ideal. A smearing

to have a greater effect on the impulsive consonants so that early

reflections nray be more beneficial for other types of speech sounds. Further study is
needed to subsrantiate this hypothesis.

The newly detemrined relationship for the combined effects of early reflections
and backgrotrnd noise has a nunrber of implications for the acoustical requirenrents of

roons intended for speech. In such roonìs, the maximization of the early energy reaching
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the listener is typically sought. This strategy may be accomplished by using strategically
placed reflective panels near the speaker or sinrply by a reflective ceiling or

wall. While

the new results suggest that the beneficial effects of early reflections are less than
previously supposed, this

is only true for

situations where the direct sound

is of

reasonably adequate strength. For situations where the person speaking does not always

look directly towards the entire audience, the beneficial effect of early reflections is

likely to be more important. The present findings suggest the need to place reflective
surfaces so that the reflections arrive at the listener with the shortest possible delay.

A

distributed public acldress system is often used to increase the early sound

energy. Often, the amplified signal is delayed electronically to create the so called
"precedence effect"

[4] by which the apparent sound source appears to shift from

the

loudspeaker to the person speaking. The delay time used in such a system should be as

short as possible to maximize the improvement in speech intelligibility, although very

short delays of only a few milliseconds may introduce undesirable colourations. Of
course, in all cases the present results re-emphasize rhe importance of maintaining very

low background noise levels.

It is tempting to speculate on the inrplication of the new
measures

for predicting

speech intelligibility

results on acoustical

in rooms. One could argue that, in

a

nunrber of practical situations, the decreased importance of early reflections would inrply
that only the ratio of direct to reverberant energy and the speech and background noise

levels need be considered. Of course, such a measr¡re was proposed more than a decade
ago by Peutz [29] and

it should

be re-examined in future studies. Such measures may be

perfectly adeqlrate in the design of sound systems and in other specialized cases where
the direct sound energy clearly preclominates over early reflections. At the same tinre
there are instiìnces wliere even snlall beneficial effects

of early reflections are nruch

needecl. Tl,pical examples u'ould inclLrde roonls where background noise levels are not
adequately low and sitt¡ations where the direct sound alone may not be adequately strong.
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The latter would occrtr in thrust stage theatres or even in a normal classroom or meeting
room when the talker is among the listeners rather than looking at all of the audience.

New, nlore conrplete forms

of predictors of

speech intelligibility can be

contemplated from the present results. For example, adjustments could be made to the

useful to detrimental ratio concept so that the integration of the early reflected energy
more closely parallels that of our hearing system. To do this and to more completely
understand how we benefit from early reflections, further extensive laboratory studies are
required in which reflection levels and delay times are varied in conjunction with realistic

ranges

of both speech and background noise levels. Of

course, the question

derrimental effects of later reflections should also be considered

of

the

in detail. It is only

through the expected resulting better understanding of how speech is perceived in rooms
that optimal acoustical nreasures for predicting speech intelligibility can be derived.
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A

speech intelligibility test is often used to detemline a room's suitability for

speech. In such a test, a list
loudspeaker)

of

words is spoken (or a recording is played through

a

to a group of listeners. The average percentage of words correctly

communicated to the group gives the speech intelligibility score

for that room.

One

limitation of many speech intelligibility tests is that scores often approach 1007o at

a

relatively low (about +5 dB) speech to background noise ratio. Therefore, such tests are
not very sensitive to an illcrease in the speech to noise ratio above +5 dB so that rhe
corresponding improvement in the speech intelligibility then becomes difficulr to detect.
Several studies [9,30] however, have shown that a speech to background noise ratio of
about +15 dB is necessary to obtain maximum speech intelligibility. Therefore, the range

of speech to noise ratios between +5 dB and +15 dB is of grear inrerest and it is desirable
to have a test which is reasonably sensitive in this range. In an attempr ro satisfy this
recluirement, alternative speech intelligibility tests have been devised which use nonsense

syllables rather than real words 17,8,421. Although this approach tends to make correcr
responses more difficult,

it

can be argued that nonsense syllables are not truly

representaiive of real speech.

Figure

4.1 shows the percent of

meaningful words correctly understood as

function of the speech to noise ratio for four different speech intelligibiliry resrs
speech

intelligibility

[2].

a

The

tests inclucle the Harvard PB-Word Test, the Fairbanks Rhyme Test,

the Modified Rhyme Test, and the Harvard Test Sentences. The f,rgure confirms rhat, for
each

of

these tests, the percentage

of words correctly communicated approaches I00

Va

for a speech to noise rûtio of only +5 dB. Also, for speech to noise ratios above 0 dB, the
percent words corect beconres increasingly less sensitive to a change in the speech to
noise ratio.

s0

Figure 4.1 Percent words correct averaged over 10 listeners for speech with additive
noise. (After Williams and Hecker [2])
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The Fairbanks Rhyme Test [39] (FRT) was employed for the subjective analysis

of speech communication in rooms. The results agreed with the work of Williams and
Hecker [6] in that speech intelligibility scores were found to approach I00 7o for speech
to noise ratios of +5

dB.

The FRT is composed of 250 common English monosyllables

beginning with 18 different consonants.
consonant occurrences

given in Figure

4.2.

It

accounts

for approximately 90

[43]. The complete list of words for Fairbanks

Vo

of

afi

Rhynre Test is

The test is administered by presenting every subject with each test

word embedded in a carrier phrase. Subjects a¡e asked to note the initial consonant of

a

word on a response sheet which lists all the word-endings (i.e. each test word has its

initial consonant missing). Therefo¡e, the written word-ending is a visual clue which
limits the subject's possible responses. For example, given the word-ending "_ip", the
subject knows that the possible responses a¡e limited to the consonants "d,h,l,n,r,s,t,z".
Choosing a consonant other than these would not result in a real word. For example, "b"
is not a possible response. Therefore, one means of making the test more difficult would

be to eliminate the visual clue. The response sheet would then merely consist of fifty

blank spaces in which the subject would write the single initial consonant for each test

word. Thus, in the case of the previously cited example, the subject may not be sure
the word ended
response

in "_ip" or "_it" or some other possible ending. This implies that

if

any

for the initial consonant is now possible. (For exanrple, "b" would now be a

possible response). The omission
response more
speech to noise

of the word-ending would tend to make a correct

difficult and, therefore, should increase the sensitivity of the test at higher
ratios. Furthermore,

a subject

would only see a list of final consonants so

that, over the course of many tests, the likelihood of memorization shoulcl be redLrced.

Also, the suggested moclification would not alter the fundamental characteristics of the
test.
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Figure 4.2 Speech test vocabulary for the Fairbanks Rhyme Test. (After Latham [10])
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